
Whitepaper v2.0

DiveWallet
Your next-gen crypto wallet.



All information stated in this Whitepaper document is tentative to
change and modification. This document's sole purpose is to
provide general information and reveal the goals and future
plans of DiveWallet as a company; it should not be viewed in any
other capacity whatsoever.

In no way does this document constitute financial or investment
advice, nor should it be treated as such. Additionally, although we
believe our goals to be realistic, statements within this document
do not guarantee future goods or services, as the crypto space
is very volatile and unpredictable.

We thank you for reading and are glad you're here to learn more
about us and our company. 

Sincerely,
The DiveWallet Team
Gavin, Andrew, Eve, Jeremy, Hailey, and Jake

Disclaimer:
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What is DiveWallet?

DiveWallet is an all-inclusive, user-focused, intuitive, cross-
chain mobile wallet that is committed to keeping your
crypto assets safe and secure from malicious web3
dApps and scams. 

We know just how difficult the crypto space can be,
including its steep learning curve and rampant scams, so
we decided to create a wallet based around user
experience, to keep crypto holders everywhere happy and
secure from attackers, while also managing their funds
efficiently and effectively.

We're excited you're here to see what we're all about.
We're extremely confident that we can help make the
world of crypto more practical and safe. We've traversed
the toughest of markets and built the best wallet out there.
Now, we're doing all that we can to bring our incredible
product to market across the world.
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What makes DiveWallet Special?

Our users are always our top priority. DiveWallet's
innovative features take practicality and asset security to
the next level.

Some of DiveWallet's core features include:

Dynamic banner alerts when your wallet is connected to
any web3 address

Ability to choose your price source from PancakeSwap,
Uniswap, CoinGecko, or CoinCap.io (more coming soon!)

Automatic disconnect from all web3 addresses 30
minutes after connection is established*

Ability to purge all web3 connections with a simple click
of a button

Intuitive user interface to greatly increase ease of use for
both experienced and novice traders

Complete application decentralization to heighten user
security (we never sell user data, and we never will!)

In-app dApp browser for ease of use when interacting
with web3 websites.
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DiveWallet Token Information

A simple token that drove the creation  of the DiveWallet
community as well as helped raise the capital needed to
develop the wallet that we all want.

To build our wallet, we needed help. We needed a strong
community of people who believed in the end goal of this
project, DiveWallet itself. Without utility being developed, a
token is nothing. Over the last year, we have built an incredibly
strong community and have released an amazing product, all
thanks to our community.

Why launch a token?

DiveWallet Token has driven this community together and is
the lifeblood of our project. We intend on continuing to create
utility around DWT as time goes on.

The DiveWallet Token launch consisted of three phases:
Private Sale, Pinksale Presale, and Public Launch in March
of 2022. We are now live on all platforms. though we
suggest buying DWT on the Novation exchange.

Token Launch Information
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DiveWallet Token Breakdown

DWT Tokenomics:

15% Buy/Sell Tax
13% BUSD Reflections

1% Market Stabilizer (LP)

1% DiveWallet NFT Holders

Our BUSD reflections serve as both a "bonus" to DiveWallet
token holders and allow the team wallets to build capital without
a per-transaction team tax.

That's it. Nothing else. We know that our tax is higher than some,
but it allows us keep things simple and extremely rewarding for
holders, as our reflections grant passive income for our
community even in times of low volume. In addition to this, our
NFT holders gain access to an extra 1% of all token volume,
distributed to them periodically.
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DiveWallet Token v2 Allocation

Total Supply: 100,000,000 DWT

Staking is available for DiveWallet Token holders at
stake.divewallet.net at a standard fixed 10% APR. NFT
holders are granted an extra 3% APR as a bonus.

DiveWallet Token Staking
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Diver's Club by DiveWallet 

Diver's Club By DiveWallet is a collection of 5,000 NFTs living
on the Binance Smart Chain that combines impressive art and
real utility into one collection.

Being a part of the Diver's Club grants you access to an extra 1%
of all volume, which is periodically distributed amongst only our
NFT holders. In addition to this, holding a DiveWallet NFT grants
3% extra staking APR, upping the rate 

All NFT investments go directly towards wallet development and
expansion cost, so your money is being put to good use. It helps
us while also directly benefitting you as an investor (plus, they
look really cool)! 

Mint your own DiveWallet NFT at www.diversclubnft.com
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App Information

DiveWallet can be downloaded on both the Apple App Store
and the Google Play Store. Please consider downloading our
application and leaving a review. 

DiveWallet Android Download

DiveWallet Apple Download

As we continue to grow as a company, we plan to greatly
expand wallet functionality to include various features and
blockchains. We are also extremely open to community
suggestion and implement many features that originate as
community suggestions.

DiveWallet currently supports BTC, ETH, BSC, POLY, CRO,
SOL, MAXX, AVAX, and Optimism.

DiveWallet also lists token logos in-app for a much cheaper rate
than any of our competitors. If interested in in-app listings, please
contact one of our team members on telegram, or by email
(info@divewallet.net).
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Team Values

Transparency
Our team values transparency. This means that the community
will receive frequent updates on token and wallet development
along with any other updates on important events or information
Our token contract has been audited and is extremely secure,
and we will frequently seek feedback and suggestions from the
community. 

Security
DiveWallet is fully decentralized and secure. All of the core safety
and practicality features have been effectively implemented and
are ready to help make our users' crypto experience simple and
secure. Our decentralization also keeps all user data away from
centralized servers, meaning we manage none of it. We will never
sell or collect any user info or data, and we never have access to
any seed phrases or funds.

Although our core team is busy creating the best user
experience possible, we also believe that community
involvement is the key to success for any project. Our team
enjoys being involved in various crypto communities and will
continue to be heavily involved within our own crypto family.
Never be afraid to ask a question, even to a developer or core
team member. We take great pride in our community.

Community
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DiveWallet Team

Gavin L.
CEO/Co-Founder

@ApecDW

Jake K.
Community Manager

@SomeOldBum

Eve B.
CBO/Graphic Design

 @CryptoEve01

Hailey M.
CCO/Outbound Communications

@Macshack

Andrew M.
Operations/Legal Liason

@DrecMoo

Jeremy K.
Chief Innovator/Co-Founder

@SoberIrishman
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www.divewallet.net

http://www.t.me/divewallet
https://discord.gg/zS7cQAaQmS
http://www.twitter.com/divewallet
http://www.divewallet.net/

